INEQUALITY AS AN INHIBITOR TO DEVELOPMENT:
THE CONTRASTING CASES OF EAST ASIA AND LATIN AMERICA
BEN FOWLER*

The role and importance of inequality in the process of development has always been controversial. Early development theorists
posited that a negative relationship existed; essentially they argued
that higher inequality was linked to and indeed promoted development. These theories have come under considerable attack, while
empirical testing has failed to uphold their conclusions. It is the argument of this paper that inequality in fact inhibits development economically, politically, and socially, and that this largely explains the
difTering success of Latin American and East Asian development in
the post-WWII period. To explore this relationship, the essay will
compare and contrast the history of development in these two regions
- areas with varied experiences of inequality and developmental
progress. It will then examine and evaluate the economic, political,
and social theories that inform our views of the inequality-development relationship and their application to the case study. Finally, the
paper will analyze the implications of the thesis on development
policy and practice.
To explore the relationship between inequality and development, it
is first necessary to define the meanings of these terms. Development
is viewed as a process that expands a majority of a population's well
being. If one part of a community gains at the expense of their neighbours, this cannot be considered development. Clearly, access to
economic resources plays a crucial role in providing this well being,
by providing the means to attain basic needs. However. this paper
does not view development and economic growth as synonyms. The
fact that most economic theories do make this assumption, and hence
many theories deal only with this relationship, requires that this paper
specifically expand its analysis to include the political and social
aspects of development. While it is true that the development of one
element can at times come at the expense of another, they are usually
complimentary and always interrelated. Inequality is measured by the
relative access to resources and basic needs, to opportunities for
advancement, and to the realization of well being.
To evaluate the role of inequality in shaping development, it is useful to examine the experiences of Latin America and East Asia in the
post-WWII era: these two regions have invested significant resources
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for the purposes of development but have had very different results.
In the immediate post-war era, there were few comparisons. Latin
America had already begun its process of industrialization. The
majority of countries enjoyed quite rich resource endowments. In contrast, the East Asian countries were largely agriculturally dependent
with few manufactured products or mineral resources (Kay, 2003).
Further, Latin Americans on average enjoyed a higher standard of living. Politically, much of the region had been independent for decades,
while many of the East Asian states had just emerged from colonial
rule.
Levels of inequality were also significantly different between the
regions. Indicators of inequality were much lower in East Asia. For
example, in 1960the poorest 20% of the population received on average 6.34% of total income, while the same segment in Latin America
got nearly half that amount, 3.86%. Income of the wealthiest citizens
was even more divided between the two areas: the richest 20% of East
Asians received an average of 45.90% of total income, while their
counterparts in Latin America controlled 61.62% (Deininger &
Squire, 1998). These statistics, given the predominant theories of the
time, provided fllrther evidence to observers that Latin American
enjoyeda head-startin its path to development.Contemporarycommentators believed that the region had significant advantages over
East Asia, and assumed that future development trends would reflect
this.
In the years following 1960, both areas put considerable resources
into development efforts. Yet while the goals were similar, the results
were not. Beginning in the mid-1960s, the East Asian economies
began to boom. From 1965 to 1990, their gross domestic product levels (GDP) grew at rates often approaching 10% a year. In comparison, while Latin American growth also started strongly, it rapidly
began slowing to very low or even negative figures (Jaspersen, 1997).
Overall, the East Asian nations grew over three times faster than Latin
America and the Caribbean from 1965 to 1990 (Page, 1997).
By the 1990s, it was clear that the early commentators had been
proven wrong. In a surprising shift, the two regions had in fact
reversed positions in their level of development. The East Asian countries had achieved a far higher level of economic development, to the
extent that Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore were
removed from the developing country classification (These development trends also applied in other areas. While both regions had
increased their educational enrollment, East Asian levels had
increased substantially to equal those of Latin America (Page, 1997).
Political stability was also generally stronger in East Asia. Even
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though authoritarian governments predominated, uprisings were comparatively rare. On the other hand, "democratic" Latin American
states in fact faced numerous military coups and armed revolutions.
Several revolutions succeeded in overthrowing their national governments, while others maintained low-intensity campaigns for extended
periods.
Despite these fundamental shifts, one relationship did not undergo
significantchangefrom the I 960s. Latin American societies remained
much more unequal than those in East Asia, to the extent that Latin
America today is the most unequal region in the world (Szekely &
Hilgert, 1999). Evidence indicates that, although the elite today controls a slightly smaller share of national wealth than they did in 1960,
"inequality, poverty and social exclusion are still prevalent throughout
much of Latin America." (Kay, 2003).
It is the argument of this paper that, of all the factors that varied
between the two regions, inequality can best explain the differences in
subsequent development. To understand how these factors affected
the development of the two regions, it is necessaryto examine the theories that explain the inequality-development relationship. Simon
Kuznets formulated an initial theory on this relationship in 1963.
Although very little statistical data existed regarding the developing
world, he theorized that the processof economic development would
inevitably lead to rising inequality. He based this on the idea that all
work accomplished in a traditional country was accomplished with little technology, and provided similar returns. As countries became
more economically prosperous,a rising proportion of their workforce
would move from the traditional sector of low productivity work in
agriculture or trading to an emerging high-productivity modem sector
that included capital-intensive mining or manufacturing. The higher
output per worker in the modem sector would allow it to pay much
higher wages than those paid in the traditional sector. This would lead
to a transitional period of higher inequality. As progress continued,
the traditional sector would slowly shrink, eventually reducing
inequality as the wage gap shrank (Kuznets, 1998).
The Kuznets hypothesis, as this theory was known, became very
intluential. [t had clear consequences for development policy: developing countries did not needto concern themselves with the increased
inequality

that might

accompany growth in the economy because the

situation was self-correcting, without government intervention. For
countries in which high levels of inequality already existed, such as in
Latin America, it suggested that policies to alleviate that situation
might even be detrimental to the necessary growth process that would
correct it anyway.
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Over time, however, the Kuznets hypothesis has become increasingly contested. Improved statistical data gathered from developing
countries provided the ability to test the validity of the hypothesis;
negative results gradually surfaced (Guest, 2002). Over the past 50
years, countries that have had higher levels of inequality have actually had lower economic growth rates (Birdsall et ai, 1998). This trend
also applied to the Latin American and East Asian regions. Although
East Asia had significantly lower economic inequality, it experienced
much faster economic expansion than its counterpart. In fact, from
1960 to 1990, when rates of growth were very high in East Asia, the
level of income inequality actually decreased (Deininger & Squire,
1998). It is apparent that Kuznets hypothesis does not match the historical evidence.
Faced with this reality, new explanations for the relationship
between inequality and economic growth are clearly necessary. New
evidence suggests that inequality actually has a negative etTect on
economic development. There are three main explanations for this
etfect. First, high inequality lowers the benefits of economic activity
in the economy. The elite in Latin America, tor example, is notorious
for using their high incomes for consumption, typically of imported
luxury items. Such spending does little to help the economy beyond
benefiting the retailers who provide the goods. Increased incomes
among the poor, on the other hand, typically create high multiplier
effects because of the nature of their purchases. This is especially true
in rural areas. It is estimated that in the rural areas of developing
countries, an increase in spending prompts half again as much spending in the manufacturing and service sector (Stiglitz, 1998).
Second, inequality contributes to political and macroeconomic
instability. As discussed in more detail below, the existence of large
class divisions in a society contributes to political alienation and
resulting unrest. This unrest can be manifested in two ways. If it is
expressed democratically, it can create populist policies that, while
countering the effects of extreme inequality, have usually proven economically unsustainable. If expressed militarily, the resulting armed
contlict can hurt the country's stability, social spending, and investment levels.
Finally, inequality has a negative impact on the quality of a country's labour force. Limited resources ensure that the poorest citizens
lack access to basic social services. This has significant implications
for those atfected. In health care, for example, non-access by the poor
to health services is associated with increased turnover, higher absenteeism, and longer recovery periods from illness. These issues, in
turn, pose a major problem lor employers because of lowered work
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productivity. In education, lowered educational access severely limits
the skills and knowledge of the population. A lack of education has
negative effects on the economy as a whole; Hogendorn notes that
"almost all populations with poor education and limited skills suffer
from low income." (Hogendorn, 1996). Clearly the negative impact
of inequality on a country's labour force is serious.
An examination of the two regions in the post-war period presents
a compelling argument for the emerging theories. In East Asia, government policies, which promoted redistribution, seemed to have had
a much greater impact than the structural effects of economic change.
Moreover, the presence of inequality in Latin America seems to have
had a significant effect on their rates of economic growth. As one academic concludes, "inequality and growth are in fact inversely related:
countries with higher inequality tend to have lower growth." (Birdsall
& Sabot, 1998). Harvard professor Dani Rodrik discusses this contrast most succinctly. In an article published in 1994, he analyzes the
variations between the East Asian and Latin American economies. He
concludes that initial differences in income inequality alone can
account for the resulting ditferences in economic growth between the
two regions (Rodrik, 1994). This evidence makes clear that inequality, in the regions studied, actually had a negative effect on economic
development.
However, the role of inequality on economic growth is just one
aspect of development. Inequality also has a major impact on politi. cal development by affecting the sources of legitimacy available to
government and by impacting the level of political stability.
Inequality clearly alters the strategy for legitimacy used by a state's
government by affecting the relative power of different societal
groups. In highly unequal societies, the government often collaborates solely with the elite to maintain its hold on power. The support
of the elite can enable a government to rule without much consideration for the rest of society. In more equal societies, an alliance with
the elite alone may not provide the means for maintaining legitimacy.
Rather, more eHorts must be made to include the middle and lower
classes.
This seems to have been the case in East Asia. While governments
were very reluctant to give up political power to the people, or to
change very autocratic torms of rule, they did engage in redistributive
measures that reduced poverty and inequality. These measures were
prompted largely by the absence of a strong elite, and the relatively
equal distribution of wealth. Academic Aoki argues these conditions
meant that tor governments the only viable constituency was broad
based, shared growth policies (Aoki, Murdock & Okuno-Ju, 1998).
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High inequality also impacts the ability of government to implement development strategies. A clear example is land reform, which,
as a tool for development, is instrumental in simultaneously improving agricultural efficiency and income distribution (Stiglitz, 1998).
Cognizant of these advantages, governments implemented land
reform programs in both Latin America and East Asia. However, differences in levels of inequality significantly affected the results of
those efforts.
In Latin America, where land holdings were most unequal, land
reform policies challenged the political and economic hegemony of
the landlord class by threatening the basis of their wealth. In response,
the elite used all methods available to mitigate this threat, clinging to
power while stalling or blocking reform attempts. Such strategies succeeded in either blocking them completely (Brazil), reversing them
after their implementation (Guatemala), or reforming the policies so
as to eliminate a change in overall wealth distribution (Chile) (Kay,
2003). In contrast, the Asian governments in the immediate post-war
period did not face a powerful landowning elite. This allowed them a
relatively free hand to implement land reform programs, which, without this pressure, had "a far greater redistributive impact than the Latin
American agricultural reforms." (Kay, 2003). Land reform is a clear
example of how inequality can prevent positive development reforn1
through its impact on the political system.
Inequality also impacts the stability of the political system. High
inequality often threatens the political order itself: as the disadvantaged masses become politically alienated (Birdsall, Ross & Sabot,
1997). In impoverished countries, inequality can signify that a proportion of the population is denied basic needs like food, education, or
health care. Under such desperate conditions, often bolstered by a
lack of political openness, revolutionary appeals can become attractive. Coups, in turn, are often rootcd in responding to threats to the
state. The consequences of these forms of political instability a/Tect
many facets of the country, often reinforcing the inequality that exists.
As government spending is increasingly used to cover the expenses of
conflict, corresponding cuts to social and redistributive programs are
common. In contrast, a state that shares economic growth with the
lower classes "reduces the risk of their political alienation, legitimizes
government in popular opinion, and helps to build broad-based political support." (Stiglitz, 1998).
Clearly, inequality contributed to the \\ idespread revolt and revolution that occurred in Latin America during the Cold War period.
Extremes in wealth and power often galvanized the rural and urban
proletariat into armed revolt. While inequality was not the only cause
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of the armed uprisingswhichplaguedthe area - coincidingissues of
racial discrimination, political repression and ideological propagation
were also influential - inequality often helped to intlame existing
issues and cultivate the feeling that no peaceful options existed. It is
hard to argue with Muller and Seligson's conclusion that "redistribution of income must be ranked as one of the more meaningful reforms
that a modernizing government can undertake in the interest of achieving political stability." (Muller & Seligson, 1998).
To examine the impact of inequality on development, an understanding of economic and political etfects must be complemented by
knowledge of social development. In this paper, the term 'social
development' refers to the improvement of a population's aggregation
of skills and abilities, including health and education levels.
Inequality impacts social development in three ways: elite programs
are supported by government at the expense of basic programs, the
poor have decreased ability to pay for services, and the incentive for
the disadvantaged to invest in such services is reduced.
Inequality often has the effect that government spending is targeted
to programs that most benetit the wealthiest in society. This is more
so in unequal societies because the elite is a more visible and often
stronger pressure group, who can pressure governments more effectively than the poor for such services. Stiglitz explains concisely that
"greater wealth allows the rich to spend more resources on lobbying
activities to obtain ditTerential treatment." (Stiglitz, 1998). A clear
example concerns education. In developing societies with low levels
of education and high illiteracy, government spending should primarily focus on providing primary education. The benetits for society
from education are highest at these lower levels, when students learn
the most and the highest number of people can be reached
(Hogendorn, 1996). While higher education thus becomes more
expensive, there are correlating factors that reduce this problem; overall, students tend to be from the richer classes with more economic
resources, relatively fewer students attend, and potential personal
opportunities will motivate attendance.

Yetdespitethis logic,and likelyin responseto elite pressure,developing countries with higher inequality often spend much of their funding on university, in effect subsidizing the students from elite and middle class backgrounds that comprise university populations and have
a greater capacity to pay themselves (Birdsall, Ross & Sabot, 1997).
The resulting decrease in funds allocated to basic education has often
harmed its quality, increasing class sizes and limiting class resources.
This often prompts wealthier parents to place their children in betterfunded private schools, reinforcing the educational divide. Students
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from poorer backgrounds -a significant proportion of the population thus face significant barriers to educational success.
High inequality also very clearly limits the ability of the poorest in
society to afford many basic services. The government bias mentioned above usually implies that user fees must be charged for access
to such basic social services as health clinics and elementary education. These policies preclude the poor from sending their children to
school, or from receiving adequate medical attention upon illness.
Moreover, high inequality limits the incentives of the poor to invest in
social development. In families where resources are very scarce,
sending a child to school can require sacrificing both existing financial assets and reduced future income through the loss of that source
of labour. Clearly there must be a large incentive in terms of increased
future opportunities. However, in societies in which such opportunities are restricted to those with the right connections, education can be
viewed as an unnecessary expense. Unfortunately, the results of this
process are devastating: "without the critical asset of human capital
(per se a productive asset), the poor remain impoverished, and as their
productive potential .is squandered, overall economic growth suffers
(Birdsall, Graham & Sabot, 1998). The results of high inequality are
clear: social inequality is perpetuated while social programs help only
the fortunate few.
Unfortunately, these factors often create what Birdsall et al call a
"vicious circle"of inequality (Birdsall, Graham & Sabot, 1998).
Basically, unequal educational opportunities both constrain economic
growth because of lost opportunities and maintain inequality by perpetuating high wages for those who are well educated. These factors,
in turn, are self-perpetuating by limiting the demand for and supply of
education. Such trends have ensured that inequality inhibits social
development within a country.
The negative impacts of inequality on social development are obvious in Latin America as compared with East Asia. Latin American
countries have historically had higher support for elite services and
lower levels of access as compared with those in East Asian. This is
most evident in education. Funding for university education has been
far higher in Latin America, while basic education has been less supported. In essence, government funding has helped to perpetuate
inequality: "in East Asia large numbers of poor children benefit from
public expenditures, whereas in Latin America small numbers of children from relatively high-income families are the beneficiaries."
(Birdsall, Graham & Sabot, 1998).
As the above evidence shows, it is clear that inequality has a profoundly negative etTect on economic, political and social develop-
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ment, and that it is a major factor in explaining the differing record of
development in Latin America and East Asia. Yet given the great contrasts between the two regions, many theories have been proposed to
explain the differences. To accurately assess the impact of inequality
on these changes, it is necessary to briefly assess the alternate theories.
One major contrast that is drawn between the regions is their historical openness to trade. It is argued that while the Latin America states
engaged in failed attempts at import-substitution industrialization
(ISI), the East Asian countries instead looked to promoting exports as
a means of fueling economic development. This, critics say, is the
major reason for differing outcomes, as autarkic policies created inefficient, stagnant industries in the former while international competition increased productivity and sparked economic growth among the
latter. While the problems with ISI are well documented, both regions
initially adopted such policies. At the beginning of their respective
periods of expansion, neither Korea nor Taiwan had very open
economies (Sarel, 1998). Increasing openness to international trade in
fact accompanied growth within the two countries.
Moreover, Latin America's failure to implement reforms to ISI can
partly be blamed on structural issues created by inequality. The strong
elite who had benefited from such inequality often fought against such
reforms, because they threatened their monopolies in domestic markets. While governments recognized that reforms were in the state's
interest, political pressure often made structural changes impossible.
A second theory, with apparent roots in Rostow's Five Stages of
Growth Model, is that the East Asian countries had higher economic
growth because they were able to save and invest far more than the
Latin American countries. These sources of investment, according to
the theory, were the source of funds that sparked the economic expansion through large increases in the capital stock. There are, however,
some difficulties with this thesis. Investment levels in 1960were actually quite low by international standards. Moreover, neither saving
nor investment levels increased significantly until after the region had
begun to achieve high growth rates (Sarer, 1998). This suggests that
higher savings rates were in fact the result of economic growth, not its
cause.
Finally, the argument has been made that Latin Americans sutfer
from a fatalist dependency mindset that has prevented them from
achieving development goals. In contrast, East Asia is praised for its
"Confucian Ethic", seen as the driving force behind its industrialization, modernization and development. This cultural argument draws
on such measurements as the n Achievement or OM exams, designed
to test motivation and other traits deemed important in driving devel-
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opment. While the apparent objectivity of these theories appears laudable, the details of the testing methods harken back to older equally
ethnocentric ideas. For instance, the values of the developed western
countries are held up as the model by which others are judged.
Furthermore, the concept that certain values are necessary for development ignores the contrasting cultures of Japan and Western Europe.
Despite this divide, both have experienceddevelopmentalsuccess.
Finally, it is important to acknowledge that structural constraints often
prevent the actualization of intended modes of behaviour. Forces outside the control of the test subjects often have great impacts on their
ability to shape their worlds, trivializing the effects of their attitudes.
After reviewing alternate explanations of the relatively fast development of East Asia as compared to Latin America, inequality remains
the most plausible theory. Having established the legitimacy of this
relationship, it becomes necessary to analyze its consequences for
development policy. Unfortunately, 'trickle-down' theories outlining
the positive effects of elite-focused reform have long been the model
for large-scale development projects and policies. For example, the
Structural Adjustment Packages imposed by the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund were designed as strategies to create the
conditions for development. However, their negative impact on the
poor was rarely mentioned otTtcially, nor paid extensive attention
within the organizations (Pender, 200 I). Nevertheless, evidence
revealed a definite bias against the poor: that is, while social service
privatization limited those who could afford basic services and while
layofTshurt wage levels, the benefits for the rich remained untouched
or were enhanced (Stahl, 1996). In doing so, they were forced to soften the reform requirements for the richest. Overall, countries that
have experienced structural adjustment policies have suffered
increased inequality of income and wealth and access to social services, precisely the trends that will make future development more ditTtcult.
Such an example provides several lessons for future development
policies. First, development planning must become more nuanced.
Macro models that examine economy-wide levels of growth need to
be accompanied by studies examining distributional consequences. A
policy reform designed to increase overall economic activity or to
improve service quality must be carefully scrutinized to determine if
it does so at the expense of the poor. If this is the case, clear reforms
must be made. Furthermore, policy compromises that placate powerful interest groups must not do so at the expense of distributional
issues. Othenvise, reforms may in fact be counter-productive.
Development policy must also address the efTectsthat entrenched
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inequality will have on reforms. There is clear evidence that higher
levels of inequality or a powerful elite make distributional changes
more difficult. As outlined above, land reforms were accomplished
far more easily in the relatively equal environment of East Asia than
in the very unequal, divided societies of Latin America. This certainly means that these issues must be studied, and strategies created to
minimize this conflict. If contlict is inevitable, then some form of
conciliatory negotiation may need to be undertaken, keeping in mind
the need not to sacritice equity for progress.
Finally, development policy must recognize that many equity issues
are systemic and cannot be quickly or easily changed. This is certainly accurate in Latin America, where inequality has been a feature of
society even in the pre-colonial civilizations. These patterns have
continued throughout colonial society and still exist today. Racial
divides are deep-seated and complex. In Guatemala, for example, the
indigenous people have far lower indicators of development in all
areas - economic, political and social (United Nations Development
Program, 1998). While projects may attempt to address such issues,
continuing racism is likely to act as a barrier to meaningful change.
Unintegrated regions can also confound strategies to reduce
inequality. In many developing countries there are vast divides
between areas connected to the modem global economy and those that
remain in traditional economic roles. Strategies for economic development, regardless of their success, often produce benetits that are
concentrated in the modem regions. In Brazil, for example, unintegrated regions signify to Enrique Islesias that "growth is likely to
exacerbate inequality." (Iglesias, 1998). Spreading prosperity to the
traditional areas and reducing the relative gap between the two are
challenges that require long-term, structural refonll. Both of these
issues are examples of systemic challenges that must be addressed in
order to reduce inequality; these cannot be significantly changed in the
short tem.
Inequality clearly has a negative impact on economic, political and
social development; this represents the best explanation for the diftering development success of Latin America and East Asia in the postwar period. Had Latin America not faced extreme, historical levels of
inequality, it would have experienced greater progress in all aspects of
development. These conclusions pose critically important lessons for
development policy. At last the tired arguments against equity-conscious development strategies can be discarded. Instead, policies that
consider the most vulnerable can now be recognized both as positive
action that improves wellbeing at present, and as the toundation tor
quality, equitable development in the future.
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